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Systematic process matches the right investor to the right deal.

KEY TAKEAWAYS:

General Partners have usually established a track-record based on an expertise focusing on certain
geographies, industry sectors or type of transactions. These parameters de ne the “sweet spot” of
a lead investor.
In practise, many buyout deals that get done are opportunistic deals, meaning they are not in the
“sweet spot” of the lead investor. This increases the risk of underperforming or failed deals.
Flexstone, a co-investment specialist, has developed a proprietary selection tool which lters out all
deals that are not in the sponsor’s sweet spot. This frees up time and resources which co-investors
can spend on due diligence.
A systematic sweet spot framework helps avoid strategy drift, spare resources, and produce more
accurate decision-making. Deals which fall within a GP’s sweet spot signi cantly outperform
opportunistic transactions.
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The recipe for successful private equity co-investment is deal ow, reactivity and
selection.
That is, co-investors need to be plugged deep into the buyout market in order to
access deal ow. Co-investors often only have days or, at most weeks, to accept
or decline a deal so reactivity is critical in order to make a rapid and accurate
assessment.
And in order to react swiftly they need an e cient selection process. Many deals
are opportunistic, meaning they are not in the “sweet spot” of the lead investor –
that is, where the investor has a speci c proven skillset. This increases the risk of
an underperforming or failed deal.
To mitigate this risk, Flexstone, an a liate of Natixis Investment Managers, has
developed a proprietary selection tool which systematically lters out all deals
that are not in the sponsor’s sweet spot. This frees up time and resources which
co-investors can better spend on other aspects of the deal.
The building blocks of a sweet spot lter
Many buyout deals offered to co-investors are risky because they are not in the
lead investor’s sweet spot. Flexstone, a co-investment specialist, applies eight
criteria to identify the sweet spot of buyout investors and mitigate deal selection
risk:
1. Geographic focus. Deals should be within countries and regions where the
lead investor has executed most of its transactions.
2. Sector focus. Deals should be in industries where the lead has done most
of its deals.

3. Value creation. In which type of value creation is the lead investor
specialized: acquisitions, leverage, shared platforms, or strengthening
portfolio company management?
4. Strategy. Does the lead investor specialise in a single strategy such as
buyouts, turnarounds and venture capital?
5. Investment team members. Aim to identify the members of the buyout
team who have executed most transactions and have the strongest track
record. “We sit on many GPs’ advisory boards, so we get to know individual
team members well and can add considerable value to our portfolios by
assessing the value of each,” says Eric Deram, a managing partner at
Flexstone Partners.
6. Ownership. Some GPs are adept at majority deals, but are less familiar with
being a minority partner. Minority deals entail different skillsets, requiring
deft people management and the creation of legal documentation that
protects against bigger players in the deal.
7. Enterprise value. A GP’s sweet spot is usually in a particular size range. “If a
GP operates in the $300m-$500m size range and suddenly announces it is
doing a $5bn deal, that is clearly not in its sweet spot,” says Deram. The risk
is that the GP cannot handle the size and complexity of large deals.
8. Financial leverage. While some investors always use leverage, others use
little. The use of leverage is a special skill and requires a dedicated nance
team to negotiate with lenders, structure loan agreements, gain access to
capital markets, issue bonds and so on.
Finding ts (and mis ts)
Each of these criteria is backed by a multi-faceted scoring system driven by
qualitative and quantitative data. The scoring system rates each GP, enabling
Flexstone to assess, in a systematic way, whether a GP has a speci c, proven
skillset con rmed by a track record.
Flexstone then inputs these criteria into a matrix to create a sweet spot pro le for

every GP it partners with. Whenever Flexstone sources a co-investment
opportunity the characteristics of the deals are determined and compared to the
sweet spot matrix of the GP to evaluate the t, or otherwise.

Based on whether a deal is a sweet spot t, Flexstone’s investment team will
either decline a co-investment opportunity or move ahead with further due
diligence, allowing it to give a decision to GPs in a timely, e cient manner.

“This is a competitive market and you need to move fast,” says Deram. “What
matters to a sponsor is that you respond quickly, whether that response is
positive or negative. If the lead sponsor loses three weeks because you are slow
responding, your deal ow will dry up.”
The sweet spot framework allows Flexstone to systematically trim potential deals
from 100 to 20, saving considerable time and resources. “We know then we have
20 good deals from good managers,” says Deram. “That gives us time and space
to perform further due diligence and select the deals we actually want to go
ahead with.”
Sweet spot transactions outperform opportunistic deals
Deals which fall within a GP’s sweet spot consistently and signi cantly
outperform opportunistic transactions that stray from the sweet spot.
Research has shown that, when a buyout fund makes an investment which is
close to its sweet spot, average returns are 2.2x the price that is paid for
purchasing it. When the fund strays from the sweet spot, returns are just 1.3x the
price paid.
“We aim to achieve at least 2x returns,” says Deram. “The systematic lter is a
major component in helping us to get there. We might miss the odd 10x deal but
consistency is our goal, not occasional spectacular performance.”
Conclusion: a powerful tool for co-investments
The concept of a sweet spot may not sound like a practical idea. But put a
framework and metrics around the concept and suddenly it becomes a powerful
tool. A systematic sweet spot framework helps avoid style drift, conserve
resources, and produce more accurate decision-making. And all this, of course,
increases the chances that buyout co-investment performance meets investors’
expectations.
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